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the orders ", which " would not only keep up the price of
coals in and about London, but make that commodity very
scarce and hard to be gotten " x. Yet its opposition was in
some way overcome and the orders were ratified in 1640 2.
The practice of making agreements ' to take turns' in dis-
charging cargoes, in order to obtain better prices for the
coal, continued in operation among shippers during the next
century3. This exploitation of the London market by an
organized shipping interest was the counterpart of the ex-
ploitation of the Newcastle market by the coal-fitters.
In the eighteenth century the shippers employed agents,
known as crimps, husbands, or factors, to dispose of the coal
when the ships arrived in the port of London *. These agents
met in the * Pool' or Coal Exchange, which corresponded to
Bear Quay and Blackwell Hall5. They often acted in a two-
fold capacity : as factors they sold whole shiploads on com-
mission ; as wholesale dealers they bought on their own
account6. The factors used their opportunities to enrich
themselves by devious practices ; and an Act of Parliament
in 1710 stated that they did " often fraudulently vend the
coals, entrusted to them by the shipmasters, to their own
agents, partners, servants or other persons, for their own use
and benefit, and at rates below the market price, and when so
sold do again greatly advance the rates thereof " T. These
practices were now made illegal; but economic forces were
working for the subjection of the shippers to their factors, as
effectually as the clothiers were subordinated to their agents
at Blackwell Hall.
The	The tendency of those engaged in one sphere of produc-
t/to*^. ^on or distribution to extend their control over kindred
spheres receives fresh illustration from the history of the
lightermen. Their function was to convey the coal from the
ships to the wharves, though subsequently a number of them
assumed the functions of agents and merchants. In the
former capacity they acted as crimps or factors to the masters
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